FLORIDA ASSOCIATION OF SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGISTS AND AUDIOLOGISTS PRESENTS

CEU at SEA
Preliminary Program

Registration
bit.ly/FLASHACEUatSEA

Education

A Convention Like No Other!
Come SAIL AWAY with FLASHA as it embarks on a new adventure The CEU at SEA Convention onboard Royal Caribbean’s completely
renovated Mariner of the Seas
Please join your fellow colleagues as we embark on a 4 night cruise from
Port Canaveral (Orlando), June 24-28, 2019 to Nassau and CocoCay
Bahamas. Join your colleagues for some education and fun while we sail the
seas in the completely remodeled Mariner Ship. But don’t delay! FLASHA
strongly urges you to book early before your preferred cabin disappears!
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EDUCATION

SOCIAL

NETWORKING

Get up to 20 Contact
Hours of Continuing
Education. PLUS 2
hours of Medical Errors

Wine, dine, dance,
party, play. The list goes
on. It’s a cruise!

Make new connections
and rekindle old ones.
The opportunities to
interact are numerous.

Feast your
intellect with
relevant cutting
edge topics

Social
Events
It’s a cruise - so
everything is
included!
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JUNE 24, 2019

Bet you haven’t been to
convention like this
before!
A hotel-based convention can’t begin
to offer the diversions found onboard
the Mariner of the Seas!
Take in a show, tube down 3 stories, work on
your tan poolside, sip kitschy cocktails while
watching the sunset (they’re included
remember), and dine on world-class cuisine at
sea. At night, salsa, swing or ballroom dance
the night away or try your luck at the casino.
These are just some of the activities you can
enjoy…after the education, right?

A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY
Dedicated social events designed just for
FLASHA CEU at SEA attendees allow formal
opportunities to network. The Welcome
Aboard Cocktail Party will allow you the
opportunity to mingle with your fellow
conference attendees. You will likely know

some already but your convention
committee would like you to take this
opportunity to meet and greet new faces.
Make first-timers feel welcome. If they are
not FLASHA members, invite them to join.
After all, it’s not just about CEUs! Your last
night at sea allows one more opportunity to
say goodbye to your colleagues at the
Farewell Reception. Reminisce your
experiences, both educational and social, as
you wind down this unique CEU
opportunity – FLASHA’s CEU at Sea
Convention.

WHY A CRUISE?
Your convention planning committee discussed the various
options available to FLASHA when deciding upon the 2019
convention. After an extensive discussion, it was decided that
we do something that is available to only a few associations.
FLASHA has something most other associations only dream of
offering - turquoise seas. Why not take advantage of this
opportunity in a way that few other associations can? Why not
have the convention on a cruise? We invite you to compare the
opportunities available to you on this event to what you had
last year (and that was a fun convention!). We feel strongly that
you too, will agree this year offers a lot more fun!

Ship’s Registry: Bahamas
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Welcome Aboard Party
Why not start off the CEU at Sea Convention
with a fun-filled opportunity to mingle with
your fellow colleagues at the Welcome Aboard
Party? Join in the frivolity as we embark on a
convention like no other. Get in the spirit with
music, nibble on sumptuous hors d’oeuvres,
while you enjoy the complementary drinks.
This is what’s in store for you at tonight’s
Welcome Aboard Party!
Studio B, 7:00-8:00 pm

Farewell Reception
All good things must come to an end and so it
is with our CEU at Sea Convention. Join with
your colleagues for one last fling in the
beautiful Solarium. Reminisce the good times.
Discuss the educational programs, mingle and
plan on returning to FLASHA’s 2020
Convention. How will we top this you wonder?
Wait and see!
Solarium 8:00-9:00 pm

Exhibit Hall
Just like a land-based convention, FLASHA’s
CEU at Sea will have an exhibit hall. Come
browse the exhibits at your leisure and strike
up a conversation with an exhibitor.
Bermuda & Alaska
Tues. 9:30-10:30, 12:00-1:00, 3:00-3:30
Wed. 9:30-10:30, 12:00-1:00, 2:00-2:30
Thur. 9:30-10:30
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FLORIDA ASSOCIATION OF SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGISTS AND AUDIOLOGISTS PRESENTS

Educational Sessions
Preliminary Program: Tuesday 6/25/19

Keynote Session:
“The Magic is All Around Us”
As professionals, we are charged with a simple
task – help the communicatively impaired so
they can participate fully in society. However,
bureaucracy has saddled us with extensive addons and additional expectations that far exceed
our original purpose. How do we, as a
community, meet these expectations? How do
we, as professionals strive to achieve the
unachievable? How do we meet legislative
intent when clearly those who make the rules

do not really understand what we do? More
importantly, how do we, as professionals
maintain our sanity in what appears to be an
increasingly insane situation? How do we, as
professionals, maintain our professionalism and
actually do what our passion drove us to do
without burning out?
To assume today’s classrooms are similar to
those of the ‘60s is unrealistic. Many of us
remember the smells created from ditto
machines and the excitement when a filmstrip
was shown. A16 mm film was simply utopia!
Many of us remember when the T.V. was
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wheeled into a room and multiple classes were
combined to witness the wonders of the Apollo
launches and the horror of President Kennedy’s
assassination. Try and explain this to the youth
of today who have phones in their pockets that
instantly connect them to the world but too
often are used to consume their time with
trivial, mind numbing distractions that impede
a teacher’s ability to teach.
We live in Florida, one of the world’s most
unique places where magic abounds. From the
Magic Kingdom to the magic of Harry Potter’s
wand, magic is all around us. How do we make
magic happen in the classroom? Can we
summon up our Fairy Godmother to
BibbidiBobbidiBoo us with her wand? Or how
about asking Harry Potter to point his wand
while saying “Accio” to magically summon our
students to be willing participants in the quest
for educational outcome? For that matter, do
we need to sprinkle some Fairy Dust on us to
empower us to work as a team to meet the
dream?
Come and be empowered with a positive
message for those whose lives are touched by
our educational system. Walk away with an
invigorated spirit to enable you to tackle the
upcoming year’s challenges with new purpose
and resolve. So sprinkle some Fairy Dust on you
and those around you as you reinvent your
problem solving methods and again remember
why you chose this profession.
Timothy Kowalski, M.A.-CCC-SLP
8:00 am - 9:00 am, Main Theater
🛳

🛳

🛳

JUNE 25, 2019

Business and Awards
Meeting
Immediately following the Keynote presentation
please stay for a brief business meeting as
FLASHA informs you about the state of your
association before moving to the real joy of the
event - The Awards! You nominated them, now
find out who won. FLASHA is honored to
extend awards to individuals that you, the
membership, felt made substantial
contributions to the field, as well as the
association. FLASHA has much to be proud
about and a lot to be thankful for. Join us as we
celebrate these accomplishments.
9:00 am - 9:45 am., Main Theater
🛳

🛳

🛳

Medical Errors
Medical errors, often a result of systemic
problems, are a leading cause of death. Florida’s
Agency for Healthcare Administration (AHCA)
wants to ensure appropriate, efficient, effective,
and quality care is not taken for granted. This
session will explore the types of medical errors,
the systematic approach of a root cause
analysis, disclosure of an error to the patient,
strategies to reduce the risk of medical errors,
and the reporting of medical errors to the
appropriate agencies. Do you know what
medical errors require mandatory reporting?
This presentation will satisfy AHCA’s 2-hour
mandate for Medical Errors in a session
designed specifically for SLPs and Auds.
Timothy Kowalski, M.A.-CCC-SLP
10:00 am - 12:00 pm, Main Theater
🛳

🛳

🛳
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Preparing Early
Childhood Educators in
Identifying Children at
Risk for a Speech and/or
Language Disorder
This presentation will identify the red flags of a
child at risk for developing a language disorder
within a classroom setting. It will discuss how
to coach early childhood educators to better
identify these children as well as how to
facilitate a preschooler’s language skill
development within a classroom setting.
Mariateresa Muñoz, SLP.D. CCC-SLP
10:00 am - 12:00 pm, Caribbean
🛳

🛳

🛳

Strategies for Effective
Data Collection: Why Less
is More
For many Speech-Language Pathologists, data
collection can turn into something that is at
odds with therapy, rather than something that
effectively measures progress while driving
therapy. This course first examines drawbacks
to commonly-used data-collection techniques
and mindsets, then presents alternative
methods that relieve the conflict between great
data and great therapy.
Kristin Bowers, M.A. CCC-SLP
10:00 am - 11:00 am, Europe
🛳

🛳

🛳

Session to be Determined
At present, this session is being reserved
specifically for the Call for Papers process.

JUNE 25, 2019
FLASHA invites you to submit a proposal for
consideration. To do so, cut and paste this link
into your browser: http://Bit.ly/
2019CallforPapers
Speaker to be determined
11:00 am - 12:00 pm, Europe
🛳

🛳

🛳

Bilingualism: Myths
Versus Reality
This interactive session will discuss bilingual
myths and the research that supports or refutes
these myths. Participants will leave the session
with research reference lists to support
bilingualism in general, as well as in special
needs population, that they can share with
parents, teachers, and medical professionals
when they go back to work on Monday
morning.
Alliette Alfano
1:00 pm - 3:00 pm, Caribbean
🛳

🛳

🛳

Communicate to Escape
Bring the popular escape room experience to
your speech session. Learn the purpose of using
active learning activities to engage students and
provide meaningful educational interventions.
Explore the different options of escape rooms,
to include paper based lock box, and computerbased activities. Discover the tools and
resources you need to create your own escape
room and communicate to escape.
Scott Archibald, M.S. CCC-SLP
1:00 pm - 3:00 pm, Europe
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🛳

🛳

🛳

Meet the Exhibitors
Here is your chance to meet the exhibitors and
discover what they have to offer without
missing out on any CEU activity!
3:00 pm - 3:30 pm, Bermuda & Alaska
🛳

🛳

🛳

Session to be Determined
At present, this session is being reserved
specifically for the Call for Papers process.
FLASHA invites you to submit a proposal for
consideration. To do so, cut and paste this link
into your browser: http://Bit.ly/
2019CallforPapers
Speaker to be determined
3:30 pm - 4:30 pm, Caribbean
🛳

🛳

🛳

Utilizing A Growth
Mindset to Stay Afloat in
Every Day Life
Feel like your drowning in paperwork? Don't
have a life saver? How can you manage the
every day stresses of life, plus your job? Let's
discuss how to utilize a Growth Mindset
approach for therapeutic practices, regardless of
work setting and managing all other aspects to
stay afloat.
Lyndsey Zurawski, SLP.D.-CCC-SLP
3:30 pm - 4:30 pm, Europe
🛳

🛳

🛳
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Pragmatic Goals Can be
Defensible and Practical
This session will discuss the difficulties often
seen when writing pragmatic language goals.
Too often they are written without regard to
functionality and instead focus on “feel good”
outcomes which don’t provide guidance on how
one will determine when or if, the goal has
been achieved. It is critical to ensure that your
goals are realistic, measurable, and come with
adequate services to achieve them.
Timothy Kowalski, M.A.,CCC-SLP
Gwen Kowalski, M.A.,CCC-SLP
4:30 pm - 5:30 pm, Caribbean
🛳

🛳

🛳

Session to be Determined
At present, this session is being reserved
specifically for the Call for Papers process.
FLASHA invites you to submit a proposal for
consideration. To do so, cut and paste this link
into your browser: http://Bit.ly/
2019CallforPapers
Speaker to be determined
4:30 pm - 5:30 pm, Europe
🛳

🛳

🛳

Meditation: A Means to
Improving Overall and
Health Well-Being
The purpose of this presentation is to provide
information related to the benefits of
mediation, as well as various methods for
practicing meditation in a busy world. The
participants will have an opportunity to engage
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in hands on meditation as a means to foster
relaxation, peace and over-all well-being.
Jean Mead, EdD, CCC-SLP
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm, Caribbean
🛳

🛳

🛳

How to Set Sail with your
Swallowing Treatment
Recommendations Using
Patient-Reported Outcome
Measures
An assessment of swallowing begins with a
thorough clinical swallow evaluation (CSE). If
further testing is needed, a modified barium
swallow study (MBSS) and/or fiberoptic
endoscopic evaluation of swallowing (FEES)
may also be performed. Findings from these
assessments can help direct treatment
recommendations, but should not be solely
relied upon when determining a plan of care.
An equally important component includes the
patient’s characteristics and preferences. Using
swallowing-related patient-reported outcome
(PRO) measures, in addition to a CSE, MBSS,
and/or FEES can help determine a more
effective treatment plan that satisfies both the
speech-language pathologist and patient.
Mario Landera, SLP.D.-CCC-SLP
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm, Europe
🛳

🛳

🛳

Effects of a Training on
GoTalk 4+ for Parents on
Self-Efficacy Skills

JUNE 25, 2019
This poster session will identify the importance
of improved parental self-efficacy on the use of
the GoTalk 4+ with their children. It will
identify the effects of training on parents’ selfefficacy skills using an adaptation of selfefficacy section of the Augmentative and
Alternative Communication-Knowledge, Selfefficacy, and Attitudinal Scale (Muñoz, 2017)
and will increase awareness of the features of
the GoTalk 4+. Poster.
Mariateresa H. Muñoz, SLP.D.-CCC-SLP
6:30 pm - 7:30 pm, Caribbean
🛳

🛳

🛳

Perceptions of the
Supervisory Process: A
Comparison Between SLP
and OT Interns
The purpose of the presentation is to describe
the differences in expectations of the
supervisory between SLP and OT graduate
student interns. Both groups completed surveys
related to various components of the
supervision they receive and the differences
between the groups were analyzed. Results and
clinical implications will be discussed. Poster.
Jean Mead, Ed.D.-CCC-SLP
Lauren Anaya
Cassandra Edmonds
Stephanie Guillen
Lauren Lopez
6:30 pm - 7:30 pm, Caribbean
🛳

🛳

🛳
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The Perceptions of Early
Childhood Educators
(ECEs) on Their
Knowledge in Identifying
and Referring Children
with Language Delays
This poster session will discuss the perceptions
of early childhood educators on their
knowledge in identifying and referring children
with language delays. It will discuss the
adaptation of the Augmentative and Alternative
Communication Scale-Knowledge, Self-efficacy,
and Attitudinal Scale (AAC-KSA Scale) (Muñoz,
2017) for data collection of the early childhood
educators (ECE) perception of knowledge skills.
Poster.
Mariateresa H. Muñoz, SLP.D., CCC-SLP
Michelle Gonzalez, M.S., CF-SLP
Camila Pryor, M.S., CF-SLP
Carolina Puig, M.S., CF-SLP
Lianet Torres, M.S., CF-SLP
6:30 pm - 7:30 pm, Caribbean
🛳

🛳

🛳

Reading, Writing, and
Rage: The 3 Rs of
Asperger Syndrome
This poster session will present how reading
comprehension and written expression are
challenging areas for students diagnosed with
Asperger syndrome. For many of these students,
they express their frustration through rage. This
session will detail practical strategies to
enhance reading comprehension and offer
alternatives to written output as well as
appropriate techniques to manage emotional
self-regulation. Poster.
Timothy Kowalski, M.A.,CCC-SLP
6:30 pm - 7:30 pm, Caribbean

JUNE 25, 2019
🛳

🛳

🛳
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Educational Sessions
Preliminary Program: Wednesday 6/26/19

How to Effectively Cruise
Through Your Modified
Barium Swallow Study
Using Evidence-Based
Practice
A modified barium swallow study (MBSS) is the
most common instrumental exam designed to
assess swallowing physiology. Over the years,
numerous papers have described how to
adequately perform this study. This session will
highlight some of these studies while focusing
on how to effectively administer and interpret a
MBSS using evidence-based practice.
Mario Landera, SLP.D., CCC-SLP
Amanda Demane, M.A., CCC-SLP
8:00 am - 10:00 am, Caribbean
🛳

🛳

🛳

Schools Round Table
Each year, the FLASHA Schools Round Table,
provides the opportunity to present to members
the work of the FLASHA Schools Committee.
Additionally, this session provides participants
the opportunity to participate in facilitated
conversations to guide the future work and
provide feedback to the Schools Committee.
Shannon Hall-Mills, Ph.D., CCC-SLP
8:00 am - 10:00 am, Europe
🛳

🛳

🛳

Session to be Determined
At present, this session is being reserved
specifically for the Call for Papers process.
FLASHA invites you to submit a proposal for
consideration. To do so, cut and paste this link
into your browser: http://Bit.ly/
2019CallforPapers
Speaker to be determined
8:00 am - 10:00 am, Theater
🛳

🛳

🛳

How Speech-Language
Therapy Has Changed
After a School Shooting
On February 14th, 2018, a weekly speechlanguage therapy session was interrupted when
an active shooter walked into the school. In the
months since the shooting, the bond between
the students and therapist has grown, making
therapy sessions stronger and even less
frequent. Learn how my role as a high school
SLP has evolved since that day, how the
students have healed, and walk away with a
greater realization of our personal experience.
Rachel Archambault, M.S., CF-SLP
8:00 am - 10:00 am, Star Lounge
🛳

🛳

🛳
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Categorization and
Linguistic Organization
in Bilingual Adults
This presentation will update information on
theories of categories and categorization, types
of categories, and a review of Rosch’s category
norms with common categories. A discussion on
bilingualism will ensue and will include
presentation of information on what is known
relative to the influence of bilingualism on
language and available research on the effect of
bilingualism on categorization. This discussion
will include an update on the data from our
recent research with young bilingual adults and
categorization.
Monica Hough, Ph.D., CCC-SLP
Marcella Porro
Dianilis Avila
Lauren Claussen
Renee Roberts
Lisette Pasarin
Emily Errante
10:00 am - 12:00 pm, Caribbean
🛳

🛳

🛳

Session to be Determined
At present, this session is being reserved
specifically for the Call for Papers process.
FLASHA invites you to submit a proposal for
consideration. To do so, cut and paste this link
into your browser: http://Bit.ly/
2019CallforPapers
Speaker to be determined
10:00 am - 11:00 am, Europe
🛳

🛳

🛳

Session to be Determined

JUNE 26, 2019
At present, this session is being reserved
specifically for the Call for Papers process.
FLASHA invites you to submit a proposal for
consideration. To do so, cut and paste this link
into your browser: http://Bit.ly/
2019CallforPapers
Speaker to be determined
11:00 am - 12:00 pm, Europe
🛳

🛳

🛳

The Thermometer vs.
Thermostat: Powerful
Therapeutic Strategies to
Manage Executive
Dysfunction and
Emotional Dysregulation
in School-Aged Children
A healthy developing prefrontal system enables
children to readjust behaviors, reappraise
emotions, and redirect responses to produce
favorable outcomes for self. The school-aged
children with developmental disorder including
executive dysfunction and social-cognitive and
communication impairments lag behind their
peers and fail to demonstrate differentiated
behaviors in variety of contexts including
classwork, playground, downtime and
unstructured social encounters. In this
Thermometer vs. Thermostat presentation,
Sucheta will discuss the METATM (Mindful
Examination of Thinking and Awareness)
approach to help promote process specificinsight and skill development of 6 key Executive
Function components including impulse
control, working memory, prospective memory,
organization planning, problem solving and
mental flexibility.
Sucheta Kamath, MA, BC-ANCDS, CCC-SLP
10:00 am - 12:00 pm, Theater

🛳

🛳

🛳

Putting the FUN in
Functional Therapy:
Staying Motivated in the
SNF Setting
The demands of productivity, billing
complexities, evaluation expectations and
functional therapeutic activities can be
overwhelming for the new or PRN SLP in a SNF.
This course will offer evidence-based, ethical
evaluation tools and treatment ideas to
maximize your time with patients, collaborate
with team members, and increase your clinical
confidence.
Krisin Immicke, M.S.,CCC
Daria Gardner, M.S.,CCC
10:00 am - 12:00 pm, Star Lounge
🛳

🛳

🛳

Above Board or Below
Deck?
Ripped from the school headlines, this
presentation includes 1) a review of highlighted
findings from recent due process cases
impacting speech-language services, 2)
discussion anchored in evidence-based practice
and rules/regulations for school practices, and
3) tips for avoiding due process pitfalls.
Shannon Hall-Mills, Ph.D. CCC-SLP
1:00 pm - 2:00 pm, Europe
🛳

🛳

🛳

Meet the Exhibitors
Here is your chance to meet the exhibitors and
discover what they have to offer without
missing out on any CEU activity!
2:00 pm - 2:30 pm, Bermuda & Alaska
🛳

🛳

🛳

HPV and Oropharyngeal
Cancer: What You Need to
Know as an SLP

Is Teletherapy Right for
Me? A Bilingual SLP's
Perspective

The incidence of HPV-related oropharyngeal
carcinoma is rising in the United States, while
the incidence of cancers in other subsites of the
head and neck are decreasing. This session will
provide an overview about HPV while
discussing typical treatment approaches. Special
considerations that a speech-language
pathologist should consider during swallowing
assessments and therapy in this population will
also be discussed.
Mario Landera, SLP.D., CCC-SLP
1:00 pm - 2:00 pm, Caribbean

Are you as smart as a college student? Come
challenge yourself to similar questions found on
the Praxis exam. See first hand why you want
to keep your CE count up-to-date in this funfilled participatory activity.
Sarah Wu, MA CCC-SLP
2:30 pm - 4:00 pm, Caribbean

🛳

🛳

🛳

🛳

🛳

🛳

Neuroanatomy and Autism
For years, SLPs, educators and families have
expressed that individuals on the autism
spectrum are wired differently. This session
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explores the latest research that identifies
neurological differences both structural and
functional and implications for treatment. This
presentation will first review anatomy of the
brain and how it functions for communication.
Then comparisons will be made between the
neurotypical brains and "autistic brains"
regarding both structural and functional
differences. Areas of the brain which will be
discussed in addition to the traditional
language areas will include limbic system and
frontal cortex.
Upon identifying differences in form and
function, hypotheses will be made on modifying
therapeutic strategies to improve
communication.
Jennifer Ushka
2:30 pm - 4:00 pm, Europe
🛳

🛳

🛳

Knowledge Bowl
Are you as smart as a college student? Come
challenge yourself to similar questions found on
the Praxis exam. See first hand why you want
to keep your CE count up-to-date in this funfilled participatory activity.
Jay Mazza
4:00 pm - 6:00 pm, Star Lounge
🛳

🛳

🛳
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Educational Sessions
Preliminary Program: Thursday 6/27/19

Governmental Affairs
Round Table
Here’s your chance to get critical up-to-date
information on what’s happening in our state
and how it impacts your career as well as those
we serve. Find out what part you can play to
better the professions in our state, from
contacting your legislators to participating in a
FLASHA committee.
Charlene Westman M.A., CCC-SLP
8:00 am - 10:00 am, Caribbean
🛳

🛳

🛳

Aft or Forward?
Prioritizing Treatment
Targets for School-Age
Children with Language
Impairment
School-based SLPs providing intervention
support to children with language impairment
must have a clear decision-making approach to
prioritizing treatment targets. This presentation
will include an overview of current EBP for
school-age language therapy within a decision
making framework, and utilize case examples
to apply an EBP-DM framework to real-life
decisions in support of student outcomes.
Shannon Hall-Mills, Ph.D., CCC-SLP
8:00 am - 10:00 am, Europe
🛳

🛳

🛳

Play Project
The PLAY Project is an evidence-based early
intervention technique for autism. Research
shows that The PLAY Project leads to improved
relationships between parents and their child
who has autism. As a result, the child improves
in their social and functional development.
Sheryl Rosin, Ph.D., CCC-SLP
8:00 am - 10:00 pm, Star Lounge
🛳

🛳

🛳

Meet the Exhibitors
Here is your last chance to meet the exhibitors
and discover what they have to offer without
missing out on any CEU activity!
10:00 am - 10:30 am, Bermuda & Alaska
🛳

🛳

🛳

Clinic Supervision:
Meeting the New ASHA
Standard
Beginning in 2020, ASHA standards will require
that all supervisors of SLP interns and Clinical
Fellows have at least two continuing education
hours related to the supervisory process. The
purpose of this presentation is to ensure the
participants will have met this requirement.
Jean Mead, Ed.D., CCC-SLP
10:30 am - 12:30 pm, Caribbean
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Session to be Determined
At present, this session is being reserved
specifically for the Call for Papers process.
FLASHA invites you to submit a proposal for
consideration. To do so, cut and paste this link
into your browser: http://Bit.ly/
2019CallforPapers
Speaker to be determined
10:30 am - 12:30pm, Europe
🛳

🛳

🛳

The What, How and Why
of Push-in Services: Are
You Being Pushed to
Provide Push-in Services?
School districts are starting to change the
service models for speech therapy Northside
ISD in San Antonio has moved to a 3 tier
process: specialized (pull-out), collaborative
(classroom/push-in) and integrative (consult).
Come join us to explore the world of push-in
services and feel more confident about
collaborating with your team and providing
these services to your students.
Scott Archibald, M.A., CCC-SLP
10:00 am - 12:00 pm, Star Lounge
🛳

🛳

🛳
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Speakers
Preliminary Program

Alfano, Alliete

Muñoz, Mariateresa

Anaya, Lauren

Pasarin, Lisette

Archibald, Scott

Porro, Marcella

Archambault, Rachel

Pryor, Camila

Avila, Dianilis

Puig, Carolina

Bowers, Kristin

Roberts, Renee

Claussen, Lauren

Rosin, Sheryl

Demane, Amanda

Torres, Lianet

Edmonds, Cassandra

Ushka, Jennifer

Errante, Emily

Westman, Charlene

Gardner, Daria

Wu, Sarah

Gonzalez, Michelle

Zurawski, Lyndsey

Guillen, Staphanie
Hall-Mills, Shannon
Hough, Monica
Immicke, Kristin
Kamath, Sucheta
Kowalski, Gwen
Kowalski, Timothy
Landera, Mario
Lopez, Lauren
Mazza, Jay
Mead, Jean

Note: Speaker biographies and
disclosure statements will be
included in the final program.

